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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Economic Dispatch

The economic dispatch formulation stands at the core of electricity market design and
implementation. Under certain conditions, the dispatch solution is a market equilibrium.
 Deterministic
o Real-time spot market for physical dispatch and balancing settlements.
o Day-ahead dispatch and scheduling.
 Continuous convex economic dispatch
o Electric power systems are almost convex, and use convex approximations for dispatch. (Lavaei
& Low, 2012),

o System marginal costs provide locational, market-clearing, linear prices. (Schweppe,
Caramanis, Tabors, & Bohn, 1988)
o Linear prices support the economic dispatch.
o Locational prices provide foundation for financial transmission right (FTRs).
 Security conditions
o Contingency constraints.
o Operating reserves.
 Competitive assumption for market design
o Price-taking behavior by market participants.
o Bid-based, security constrained, economic dispatch.
o Market power mitigation with consistent offer caps.
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Economic Dispatch

The economic dispatch formulation applies bid-based supply and demand to produce a benefitcost description. The economic dispatch maximizes the net benefits. For well-behaved supply
offers and demand bids, this welfare maximizing economic dispatch is also a price taking,
competitive market equilibrium.

Benefits, Costs, Welfare Maximization
and Market Equilibrium

Price
B d   C  g 

Supply
Competitive Equilibrium
Demand
d=g

Quantity
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Economic Dispatch

The basic security-constrained, economic dispatch formulation provides the foundation and the
framework for real-time and day-ahead electricity spot market pricing. (Hogan, 1992)(Hogan, 2002)
Let Benefits  d  define the benefits of bid-in load  d  and Costs  g  the cost of generation  g  offers.
Incorporate other relevant variables such as unit commitment decisions in the control variables in u .
The net load at each location is defined as the vector y  d  g . Aggregate losses are L  y, u  . Finally the
transmission constraints appear in the vector function K  y, u  . With these definitions, we treat the
underlying security-constrained economic dispatch problem as
Max

d D , gG ,uU

Benefits  d   Costs  g 

s.t.
d  g  y,
L  y, u    t y  0,
K  y, u   0.

This is a complicated problem with a large number of variables and constraints. With thousands of
locations and thousands of transmission lines, the complete statement of the problem can run into millions
of variables and millions of constraints. Fortunately, system operators are familiar with this model and
have workable methods using a blend of optimization tools and operator judgment to approximate an
economic dispatch solution.
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

A Consistent Framework

The example of successful central coordination, CRT, Regional Transmission Organization (RTO)
Millennium Order (Order 2000) Standard Market Design (SMD) Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(NOPR), “Successful Market Design” provides a workable market framework that is working in
places like New York, PJM in the Mid-Atlantic Region, New England, the Midwest, California, SPP,
and Texas. This efficient market design is under (constant) attack.
The RTO NOPR Order SMD NOPR "Successful Market Design"
Contains a Consistent Framework
Bilateral Schedules

Poolco…OPCO…ISO…IMO…Transco…RTO…
ITP…WMP…: "A rose by any other name …"

Bid-Based,
Security-Constrained,
Economic Dispatch
with Nodal Prices

Financial Transmission Rights
(TCCs, FTRs, FCRs, CRRs, ...)

Market-Driven Investment

License Plate Access Charges

at Difference in Nodal Prices

Coordinated
Spot Market

POOLCO

07/05
07/02
12/99
5/99

“Locational marginal pricing (LMP) is the
electricity spot pricing model that serves as
the benchmark for market design – the
textbook ideal that should be the target for
policy makers. A trading arrangement based
on LMP takes all relevant generation and
transmission costs appropriately into account
and hence supports optimal investments.”
(International Energy Agency, 2007)

This is the only model that can meet the tests of open access and non-discrimination.
Anything that upsets this design will unravel the wholesale electricity market. The basic economic dispatch
model accommodates the green energy agenda, as in the expanding California-Pacificorp Energy
Imbalance Market (EIM).
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

The Last Should Be First

All energy delivery takes place in the real-time market. Market participants will anticipate and make
forward decisions based on expectations about real-time prices.
 Real-Time Prices: In a market where participants have discretion, the most important prices are
those in real-time. “Despite the fact that quantities traded in the balancing markets are generally
small, the prevailing balancing prices, or real-time prices, may have a strong impact on prices in the
wholesale electricity markets. … No generator would want to sell on the wholesale market at a price
lower than the expected real-time price, and no consumer would want to buy on the wholesale
market at a price higher than the expected real-time price. As a consequence, any distortions in the
real-time prices may filter through to the wholesale electricity prices.” (Cervigni & Perekhodtsev, 2013)
 Day-Ahead Prices: Commitment decisions made day-ahead will be affected by the design of dayahead pricing rules, but the energy component of day-ahead prices will be dominated by
expectations about real-time prices.
 Forward Prices: Forward prices will look ahead to the real-time and day-ahead markets. Although
forward prices are developed in advance, the last prices in real-time will drive the system.
 Getting the Prices Right: The last should be first. The most important focus should be on the
models for real-time prices. Only after everything that can be done has been done, would it make
sense to focus on out-of-market payments and forward market rules.
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Economic Dispatch

Anticipating a bid-based economic dispatch from a coordinated spot market, we formulate the
benefit function for net loads as:

B  y   Max Benefits  d   Costs  g 
d D , gG

s.t.
d  g  y.
Under the usual convexity assumptions, the constraint multipliers for this optimization problem define a
sub-gradient for this optimal value problem. For simplicity in the discussion here, we treat the sub-gradient
as unique so that B is differentiable with gradient B . This gives the right intuition for the resulting prices,
with the locational prices of net loads at p t  B . The revised formulation of the economic dispatch is:

Max B  y 
y ,uU

s.t.
L  y, u    t y  0,
K  y, u   0.
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Economic Dispatch

Although not true in general, assume the economic dispatch problem is well-behaved in the sense
that when the economic dispatch problem solution  y* , u*  satisfies the optimality conditions.
Optimality Conditions





There exists y * , u * ,  , , such that

 
K  y , u   0,

L y* , u *   t y*  0,
*

*

 t K  y* , u *   0,

  0, u*  U ,

 y , u   arg max  B  y     L  y, u    y   K  y, u  .
*

t

*

t

y ,uU

Hence, there is no duality gap.1 The Lagrange multipliers provide the "shadow prices" for the constraints.
The solution for the economic dispatch problem is also a solution for the corresponding dual function for
this economic dispatch problem:





Max  B  y    L  y, u    t y   t K  y, u   .
y ,uU

1

(Bertsekas, 1999), p. 427.
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Economic Dispatch

The optimality conditions lend themselves to an interpretation of the locational prices.
Assuming differentiability, the first order conditions for an optimum  y* , u*  include:

  



 





B y*   Ly y* , u*   t   t K y y* , u*  0.
Hence, we have the locational prices as

 









p t  B y*   t  Ly y* , u *   t K y y* , u * .
The locational prices have the usual interpretation as the price of power at the swing bus

pG   ,
the marginal cost of losses





pL  Ly y* , u * ,
and the marginal cost of congestion



pC   t K y y * , u *

.
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Market Equilibrium

The market equilibrium interpretation of the economic dispatch is an important component of
electricity market design. (Mas-Colell, Whinston, & Green, 1995) (Hogan, 2002) (Smeers, 2003)(Wang et
al., 2012)
Assume that each market participant has an associated benefit function for electricity defined as Bi  yi  ,
which is concave and continuously differentiable. In FERC terminology, the market participants are the
transmission service customers. The customers' benefit functions can arise from a mixture of load or
demand benefits and generation or supply costs. In this framework, the producing sector is the electricity
transmission provider. The system operator receives and delivers power, coordinates a spot market, and
provides transmission service across locations.
The competitive market equilibrium applied here is based on the conventional partial equilibrium framework
that stands behind the typical supply and demand curve analysis. The market consists of the supply and
demand of electric energy and transmission service plus an aggregate or numeraire "good" that represents
the rest of the economy. Each customer is assumed to have an initial endowment w i of the numeraire
good. In addition, each customer has an ownership share si in the profits "  " of the electricity transmission
provider, with  si  1 .
i

An assumption of the competitive model is that all customers are price takers. Hence, given market
prices, p, customers choose the level of consumption of the aggregate good, ci, and electric energy
including the use of the transmission system according to the individual optimization problem maximizing
benefits subject to an income constraint:

Max Bi  yi   ci
yi ,ci

s.t.
p t yi  ci  w i  si .
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Market Equilibrium

The market equilibrium interpretation separates transmission service from generation and load.
In this simple partial equilibrium model of the economy, there is only one producing entity, which is the
system operator providing transmission service. Under the competitive market assumption, the producer is
constrained to operate as a price taker who chooses inputs and outputs (yi) that are feasible and that
maximize profits. The profits amount to   pt  yi . Hence, the transmission system operator's problem is:
i

Max
y ,uU
yi

pt y

s.t.
y   yi ,
i

L  y, u    t y  0,
K  y, u   0.

Given the initial endowment of goods w i , and the ownership shares si, a competitive market equilibrium is
defined as a vector of prices, p , profits,  , controls, u , and a set of net loads, yi , for all i, that
simultaneously solves the transmission providers problem and the benefit maximization for the
transmission service customers.
In this sense, the linear locational marginal prices p are said to “support” the solution. Under the optimality
conditions assumed, the market equilibrium would satisfy the same local first-order necessary conditions
as an optimal solution to the economic dispatch.

 









p t  B y*   t  Ly y* , u *   t K y y* , u * .
The prices are used for real-time settlements.
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Economic Dispatch

Before electricity restructuring, the economic dispatch formulation was familiar and commonly
reported as standard practice. The big electricity market reform was to use the associated prices
for market settlements.
 Before: Power pool systems within and across vertically integrated utilities
o Cost-based, security-constrained, economic dispatch.
o Split-savings methodologies for sharing the surplus.
o Contract path methodologies for scheduling trading.

 After: “Organized markets” under Regional Transmission Organizations
o Bid-based, security-constrained, economic dispatch.
o Locational prices that support the economic dispatch.
o Point-to-point scheduling and financial transmission rights.
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Electricity System

The “split-savings” methodology played a major role in individual energy trading and in the
traditional power pools. The focus was on allocating the economic rents, not on incentives.
The New England Power Pool (NEPOOL) calculates the savings of the actual hourly dispatch compared to
each company's hypothetical individual "own load" dispatch and then distributes the savings according to a
formula that NEPOOL chairman Robert Bigelow has described as "complicated enough that very few
people understand it." (personal communication)
Split Savings
Sellers' share of savings = (1-t)(1/2(v* - c) ) (MWh sold)
Where: t = Pool overhead tax, v* = Average Buyers' value, c =Individual Sellers' Cost
Buyers' share of savings = (1-t)(1/2(v - c*) ) (MWh purchased)
Where: v = Individual Buyers' value, c* = Average Sellers' Cost
“This multi-level pricing structure means that, at any instant, there are different prices charged or paid for
energy transferred through the pool dependent on each member's costs and the use of the energy by the
member. This violates the "law of single price" for open markets that states that only one price can exist in
an efficient open market otherwise there will be opportunities for arbitrage. If a pool were to operate as a
market with split cost pricing then a "cheap" importer could purchase electricity from the pool at a lower
price than an "expensive" importer. The "cheap" importer could then re-sell the purchased electricity to the
"expensive" importer outside of the pool and at a profit. In this manner the multitude of prices creates
opportunities for arbitrage on transactions conducted outside of the pool's jurisdiction.” (Thomson, 1995)
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Market Equilibrium

The market equilibrium satisfies a “no arbitrage” condition.
At equilibrium, there are no feasible trades of electric loads that would be profitable at the prices p. Hence,
1
let y be any other feasible set of net loads, such that there is a u1 with:

 
K  y , u   0,

L y1 , u1   t y1  0,
1

1

u1  U .
Then, assuming concavity for the benefits function, we can show:





pt y*  y1  0.
This no-arbitrage condition will be important as part of the analysis of revenue adequacy in Financial
Transmission Right (FTR) formulations. Importantly, the condition allows for the controls to change from
the optimal value u* . This implies a great degree of flexibility in changing the dispatch while maintaining
the no-arbitrage condition for market equilibrium.
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NETWORK INTERACTIONS

Locational Spot Prices

RTOs operate spot markets with locational prices. For example, PJM updates prices and dispatch
every five minutes for over 10,000 locations. Locational spot prices for electricity exhibit
substantial dynamic variability and persistent long-term average differences.

Minnesota Hub: $131.21/MWh. First Energy Hub:
$-1.57/MWh. March 3, 2008, 9:55am

Missouri MPS -$71.25, Dominion Hub $281.53.

May 22, 2013,

12:40pm.
From MISO-PJM Joint and Common Market,
http://www.jointandcommon.com
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Economic Dispatch

The expected value of the real-time dispatch can differ from the day-ahead dispatch.

Spot Price Applies to Deviations from Scheduled Quantities
Scheduling
Market

Spot
Market

Price

Price

Spot Price
if Higher
Demand

S

S
Notified
Bilateral
Trades

Day-Ahead
Price

D Hi
D
Expected Load
(Day-Ahead)

Spot Price
if Lower
Demand

D Lo
Expected Load
(Day-Ahead)

Notified bilateral trades pay locational transmission
charge but are settled outside pool
Other trades settle at day-ahead price

Payments for deviations from day-ahead trades
at spot price for all transactions
Uplift covers ancillary services and other costs

Locational congestion rents paid to transmission
right holders along with excess congestion costs

Excess congestion costs paid to holders
of transmission rights
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Pricing Challenges

The hourly average prices capture very little of the total real-time price variation.

(Source: www.pjm.com) (W. Hogan, “Time-of-Use Rates and Real-Time Prices,” August 23, 2014, www.whogan.com)
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Temporal Price Variation

Volatile electricity prices provide an opportunity for inter-temporal price arbitrage.

Source: Sandesh Kataria extract of PJM 2013 hourly price data for 10,296 locations, www.pjm.com.
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Pricing Challenges

Data for the approximately 10,000 pricing points in PJM measure the degree of real-time price
variance explained by hourly TOU rates set at the monthly average for each hour. Most of the price
variance remains unexplained. Hence, TOU rates are not a good proxy for real-time prices.

0

1000

Frequency
2000

3000

PJM 2013 Year-Fixed/Monthly-Hourly Time-of-Use Index

0

.2

.4
.6
TOU Variance Index

.8

1
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PJM Price Duration Curves

A price duration curve summarizes a great deal of information about the distribution of hourly
prices. Data for PJM in 2013 show relatively few hours with very high or very low prices.

(PJM, www.pjm.com)
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Spot Markets and Forward Contracts

A large part of the motivation for the design of electricity spot markets is to provide a framework

A Pool Structure for Spot Market Dispatch & Settlements
Energy Bidding

Settlements

¢

Transmission
Congestion
Contracts
T

MW

Schedules

Reliability
Commitments

¢

Locational
P, Q
Forecast

Schedule Bids

T

Generators
&
Customers

¢

kWh $

Excess
Congestion
$

Settlements
p, q, T

¢

...
MW

Contract
$

MW

MW

Locational
p, q

Hourly Dispatch
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ELECTRICITY MARKET

Virtual Trading

Day-ahead markets provide a mechanism for short-term hedging of real-time prices.
schedules and contracts are effectively financial contracts.

Most

 Net Pool: Settlements occur net of schedule commitments
o Schedules based on bilateral transactions or day-ahead dispatch.
o Locational prices for deviations between schedule and real-time dispatch.
o Central management of financial settlements.
 Gross Pool: Settlements reflect gross transactions without netting
o Schedules based on bilateral transactions or day-ahead dispatch.
o Locational prices for real-time dispatch.
o Decentralized management of financial settlements through contracts for differences.
 Virtual transactions.
o Day-ahead bids, offers and schedules that are explicitly treated as financial transactions.
o Virtual transactions are settled at the real-time locational price.
o Equivalent treatment under gross or net-pool.

With bid-based, security constrained economic dispatch and locational prices, any hybrid that
mixes across these design elements can be made internally consistent.
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Price Arbitrage

Day-ahead markets provide a mechanism for short-term hedging of real-time prices. With virtual
trading, and risk neutral market participants, the idealized day-ahead prices should equal the
expected real-time price. Otherwise, traders are leaving money on the table.

PDay Ahead Day Ahead Information  E  PReal Time Day Ahead Information 
In the real system there are varying degrees of risk aversion and transaction costs. Market participants pay
differing uplift charges depending on the nature of their virtual transactions. The details would depend on
the nature of the risk aversion, commitment costs, and existing forward contracts. In addition to providing
hedges, the day-ahead market determines an allocation of transmission capacity.
However, trading to capture arbitrage opportunities should produce a close connection between day-ahead
and expected real-time prices. (PJM, 2015)

PDay Ahead Day Ahead Information  E  PReal Time Day Ahead Information   Transaction Costs
With virtual bids (offers) at PV , the day-ahead dispatch becomes:

Max

v , d D , gG ,uU

BenefitsDA  d   CostsDA  g   PV v

s.t.
d  g  v  y,
L  y, u    t y  0,
K  y, u   0.
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Economic Dispatch

The expected value of the real-time dispatch can differ from the day-ahead dispatch. With enough
uncertainty, the number of constraints that might be binding in real-time can exceed (number of
nodes-1) and, therefore, the number of binding constraints in any day-ahead dispatch. Price
arbitrage can make the day-ahead prices equal the expected real-time prices. The example
illustrates the point.

Transmission Between Locations
PA

 K  Flow  K

 P Hi  PA ,   0.5
PB   B Lo
 PB  PA , 1    0.5

B

A
Expected Values
E  PA   PA

E   ab   0.5  P  PA 
Hi
B

E  ba   0.5  PA  PBLo 

Day-Ahead Dispatch
PADA  PA
PBDA  E  PB 

abDA  E  PB   PA  E  ab 

E  PB   0.5  PBLo  PBHi   PA

baDA  0  E  ba 

E  Flow   0.5  K   0.5   K   0

FlowDA  K
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Pricing Arbitrage

Data for PJM are consistent with the arbitrage argument between day-ahead and real-time. For any
given hour, there is a large variation in the difference between day-ahead and real-time prices. But
the differences are centered around zero. The average difference for RT-DA was -$0.60/MWh, or
1.6%.

(PJM, State of Market Report, 2013, Vol. 2, p. 111)
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Pricing Arbitrage

Data for the Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO) display similar results with
variation across the region but small average differences across the full footprint.

(Potomac Economics, 2013 State of the Market Report for the MISO Electricity Markets, June 2014, p.24.)

Econometric studies based on natural experiments tend to confirm the introduction of virtual trading
supports better convergence between expected real-time and day-ahead prices. For the case of California,
see (Jha & Wolak, 2015).
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Unit Commitment

The day-ahead unit commitment problem presents both computational and market design
problems.


Computational. The natural formulation of the unit commitment invokes a mixed-integer
programming problem. This is more difficult than the familiar convex problem, but software is
improving. (Hobbs, Rothkopf, & O’Neill, 2014) (Bixby, 2015)



Market design. The rules for generation offers have important impacts.
o One-part bids. Restrict offers for the dispatch to so-called “one-part” bids. Essentially restricts
the structure of generation offers to convex functions. Requires bidders to internalize the costs.
(Stoft, 2002)
o Multi-part bids. Allow bids that approximate the generation technology characteristics, such
as start-up and shut-down costs, ramping rates, minimum as well as maximum generation
levels, minimum run-times, and so on. This produces non-convexities that can have impacts
on cost and feasibility. (Sioshansi, O’Neill, & Oren, 2008)



Pricing Impacts.
clearing.

The resulting dispatch-based prices have important implications for market

o One-part bids. Dispatch-based prices appear simple, but these are not market-clearing prices.
Bidders may have incentives not to follow the dispatch. This can create economic and
reliability problems (e.g. NYISO).
o Multi-part bids. The non-convex problem may have no linear market-clearing prices. This
condition will be revealed by dispatch solution and will identify required side-payments (“uplift”)
to remove incentive to deviate from the economic dispatch.
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Energy Pricing

Energy dispatch is continuous, convex and yields linear prices. A simplified example with two
generating units illustrates both total and marginal costs. (Gribik, Hogan, & Pope, 2007)
Marginal Cost Illustration

Aggregate Cost Illustration

Marginal Variable Cost
Total Variable Cost
Marginal Cost ($/MWh)

120

35000

A&B

Total Cost

30000
25000
A

20000
15000

B

10000
5000

A

100

A&B

B

80
60
40
20
0
0

0
0

100

200

300

400

500

100

200

300

400

500

Load

Load
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Energy Pricing and Uplift

Unit commitment requires discrete decisions. Now the second unit (B) has a startup cost.

Aggregate Cost: Two Generator Example

Marginal Cost: Two Generator Example

Total Commitment and Dispatch Cost

Marginal Cost

40000

120
V

30000

Total Cost

Marginal Cost ($/MWh)

MC v

35000

25000
20000

A

15000

A&B

10000
5000
0
0

100

200

300

Load

400

500

100

80
60
40
20
0
0

100

200

300

400

500

Load

Marginal cost-based linear prices cannot support the commitment and dispatch. The solution has
been to make “uplift” payments to assure reliable and economic unit commitment.
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Day-Ahead Commitments

Organized electricity markets utilize day-ahead markets with bid-in loads and generation offers. In
addition, day-ahead markets include a reliability commitment to ensure that adequate capacity will
be available in real time to meet the actual load.

A Structure for Forward Market Scheduling,
Spot Market Dispatch & Settlements
Scheduling Transactions

Settlements
Locational
P, Q

¢

Start up Costs +

Scheduling
Settlements
P, Q, T

MW

Schedules

Reliability
Commitments

¢

Schedule Bids

kWh $

Financial
Transmission
Rights
T

Q

Generators
&
Customers
Balancing Bids

kWh $

...
MW

Dispatch
Commitments
Q
Q

¢

¢

MW

Contract
$

T

MW

Locational
p, q

Excess
Congestion
$

Imbalance
$

Excess
Congestion
$

Balancing
Settlements
p, q, Q

Balancing Transactions
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Unit Commitment

The unit commitment problem implies discrete choices that create non-convexities and
computational problems. A stylized version of the unit commitment and dispatch problem for a
fixed demand y as formulated in (Gribik et al., 2007):
Constants:

Variables:

y t  vector of nodal loads in period t

0 if unit i is not started in period t
startit  
 1 if unit i is started in period t
0 if unit i is off in period t
onit  
 1 if unit i is on in period t
git  output of unit i in period t

mit  minimum output from unit i in period t if unit is on
M it  maximum output from unit i in period t if unit is on
rampit  maximum ramp from unit i between period t-1 and period t
StartCostit  Cost to start unit i in period t
NoLoadit  No load cost for unit i in period t if unit is on
max
kt

F

dt  vector of nodal demands in period t.

 Maximum flow on transmission constraint k in period t.
v y t    inf

g,d,on,start

  StartCost

it

t

 startit  NoLoadit  onit  GenCostit  g it  

i

subject to
mit  onit  git  M it  onit

i, t

 rampit  git  gi ,t 1  rampit

i, t

startit  onit  startit  oni ,t 1

i, t

startit  0 or 1

i, t

onit  0 or 1

i, t

eT  g t  dt   LossFnt  dt  g t   0

t

Flowkt  g t  dt   Fktmax

k , t

dt  y t

t.
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Duality Gap

The non-convex optimization problem introduces the problem of the duality gap. Recall the well*
*
behaved convex economic dispatch problem solution y , u that satisfies the optimality conditions.
Optimality Conditions





There exists y* , u* ,  , , such that

 
K  y , u   0,

L y* , u*   t y*  0,
*

*

 t K  y* , u *   0,

  0, u * U ,

 y , u   arg max  B  y     L  y, u    y   K  y, u  .
*

t

*

t

y ,uU

Hence, there is no duality gap. But with the unit commitment problem, there may be no solution to the
optimality conditions, and there is a duality gap where the optimal dual value is not equal to the optimal
solution of the original primal economic dispatch problem:





min  max  B  y    L  y, u    t y   t K  y, u     Max  B  y  s.t. L  y, u    t y  0, K  y, u   0.
 y ,uU
 , 
 y ,uU
The possible duality gap presents both computational and pricing challenges. There may be no set of
linear prices that support the economic commitment and dispatch solution. But linear prices continue to be
important in market design.
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Energy Pricing and Uplift

Selecting the appropriate approximation model for defining energy and uplift prices involves
practical tradeoffs. All involve “uplift” payments to guarantee payments for bid-based cost to
participating bidders (generators and loads), to support the economic commitment and dispatch.
Uplift with Given Energy Prices=Optimal Profit – Actual Profit
 Restricted Model (r) (O’Neill, Sotkiewicz, Hobbs, Rothkopf, & Stewart, 2005)
o Fix the unit commitment at the optimal solution.
o Determine energy prices from the convex economic dispatch.
 Dispatchable Model (d)
o Relax the discrete constraints and treat commitment decisions as continuous.
o Determine energy prices from the relaxed, continuous, convex model.
 Extended Locational Marginal Pricing (ELMP) Model (h)
o Equivalent formulations
 Select the energy prices from the convex hull of the cost function.
 Select the energy prices from the Lagrangean relaxation (i.e., usual dual problem for
pricing the joint constraints).
o Resulting energy prices minimize the total uplift.
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Energy Pricing and Uplift

A formulation that separates out the discrete variables ( u ) serves to distinguish the modeling
approaches.2 Here assume that the problem is convex but for the integer restriction on the
commitment variables. Use least-cost dispatch perspective. The optimal commitment is u 0 .
 Unit commitment and dispatch
v  y   Min

f  x, u 

s.t.

g  x  y

 x ,u X

u  0,1.

 Restricted Model (r)
v r  y   Min

f  x, u 

s.t.

g  x  y

 x ,u X

u  uO .

 Dispatchable Model (d)
v d  y   Min

f  x, u 

s.t.

g  x  y

 x ,u X

0  u  1.

2

For a further discussion of dual price functions, see (Bjørndal & Jörnsten, 2008), “Equilibrium prices supported by dual price functions in markets with nonconvexities.
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Minimum Uplift

Economic commitment and dispatch is a special case of a general optimization problem.
v  y   Min

f  x

xX

s.t. g  x   y.
From the perspective of a price-taking bidder, uplift is the difference between actual and optimal profits.

  p, y   py  v  y 

Actual profits:

 p   Max
 pz  v  z 
z
Uplift  p, y    *  p     p, y 

Optimal Profits: 

*

Classical Lagrangean relaxation and pricing creates a familiar dual problem and a characterization of the convex hull
vh  y  .
L  y , x, p   f  x   p  y  g  x  





Lˆ  y, p   Inf f  x   p  y  g  x  
xX







v h  y   Sup Lˆ  y , p   Sup Inf f  x   p  y  g  x  
p

p

x X

The optimal dual solution minimizes the uplift, and the “duality gap” is equal to the minimum uplift. (Gribik et al., 2007).

v  y   v h  y   Inf Uplift  p, y   Uplift  p h , y  .
p

In general, the solutions can be such that:

vd  y   vh  y   vr  y   v  y  ,
pd  ph  pr .
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Extended LMP

The ELMP model applied to the stylized unit commitment problem employs the dual prices from a
particular Lagrangean relaxation.
v h y t   
  pTt y t
 t

   StartCostit  startit  NoLoadit  onit
 



inf  t i T

g,d,on,start

  pt dt
 
 t
 
 subject to
 mit  onit  git  M it  onit
 
 
sup  rampit  git  gi ,t 1  rampit

p
  startit  onit  startit  oni ,t 1
 
  startit  0 or 1
 on  0 or 1
  it
 eT  g t  dt   LossFnt  dt  g t   0
 
max
  Flowkt  g t  dt   Fkt
 
 
 




 GenCostit  git    
 
 
 




i, t


i, t

i, t



i, t


i, t

t


k , t





(1)

The ELMP price is determined for all periods as the pricing solution to this problem.
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Energy Pricing and Uplift

Comparing illustrative energy pricing and uplift models.

Comparison of Example Uplift Costs

Comparison of Example Marginal Costs

Implied Uplift

Implied Marginal Cost
35.00

MC d

120

MC r

30.00

MC h

100

Ur

25.00
Uplift ($/MWh)

Marginal Cost ($/MWh)

140

80
60
40

20.00
15.00
10.00

Ud

Uh

20

5.00

0
0

100

200

300

Load

400

500

0.00
0

100

200

300

400

500

-5.00
Load

Both the relaxed dispatchable and ELMP models produce “standard” implied supply curve. The
ELMP model produces the minimum uplift.
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Energy Pricing and Uplift

Alternative pricing models have different features and raise additional questions.
 Computational Requirements. Dispatchable model is the easiest case, ELMP model the hardest.
But not likely to be a significant issue. Approximate solutions (e.g., NYISO model) may be workable.
(Wang, Shanbhag, Zheng, Litvinov, & Meyn, 2013)
 Network Application. All models compatible with network pricing and reduce to standard LMP in
the convex case.
 Operating Reserve Demand. All models compatible with existing and proposed operating reserve
demand curves.
 Solution Independence. Restricted model sensitive to actual commitment. Relaxed and ELMP
models (largely) independent of actual commitment and dispatch.
 Financial Transmission Rights. Transmission revenue collected under the market clearing solution
would be sufficient to meet the obligations under the FTRs. However, this may not be true for the
revenues under the economic dispatch, which is not a market clearing solution at the ELMP prices,
even though the FTRs are simultaneously feasible. The FTR uplift amount included in the
decomposition of the total uplift that is minimized by the ELMP prices. This uplift payment would be
enough to ensure revenue adequacy of FTRs under ELMP pricing.3
 Day-ahead and real-time interaction. With uncertainty in real-time and virtual bids, expected realtime price is important, and may be similar under all pricing models.

3

(Cadwalader, Gribik, Hogan, & Pope, 2010), “Extended LMP and Financial Transmission Rights.”
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ELMP Example

A “proof of concept” network example from the Midwest Independent System Operator (cont.).

Comparison of Convex Hull Prices and
Current Prices
• Convex hull prices at reference node compared to current
prices at reference node:

• The average convex hull price at the reference node is
$24.0/MWh compared to the average reference node price
of $21.8/MWh using current pricing structure.
– The increase of $2.2/MWh reflects the effects of including start-up
and no-load costs in setting prices.

13

Source: Paul Gribik, “Investigation of Convex Hull Pricing at Midwest ISO,” MISO, September 2009.
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ELMP Real-Time Pricing

The day-ahead and real-time pricing present different problems.


Day-ahead. In principle, the unit commitment, dispatch and pricing problems are relatively
straightforward.
o Multi-period optimization. The bids and offers are considered over a full day or 24 periods,
with possible non-binding look-ahead to deal with end-point conditions.
o Virtual bidding. The standard one-part formulation for virtual transactions adds a potentially
large pool of convex offers that make the commitment and dispatch problem “closer” to the
simpler convex formulation.



Real-time. Unit commitment dispatch and pricing decisions may appear easier, but the
fundamental issues remain.
o Unit commitment. There are still binary commitment decisions, block loaded units, and
minimum run-time constraints. The dispatch periods are not fully separable.
o No virtual bidding. There are no virtual bids in the real-time dispatch.
o Rolling solutions. The real-time dispatch model often includes a rolling solution (e.g. 5
minute dispatch) with substantial non-binding look ahead and longer settlement periods.
o Updated bidding. Bids and offers can be revised to reflect changing conditions.
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ELMP Real-Time Pricing

A real-time pricing model involves multiple periods and look ahead. Prices updated throughout the
day on a rolling basis.

Calculation of RT ELMPs on Rolling Basis
Beginning
Effects

…

…
HE1

HE 2

Actual Data

•
•

HE 23 HE 24

Settlement
ELMP for
Current Interval

Forecast Data

Calculate ELMPs for a window containing the day of the RT Market.
As day progresses, current hour is the hour of interest in which we model 5
minute intervals.
–
–

•

End
Effects

Day of RT Market

Other hours may be modeled as single hour long intervals.
Could model 5 minute intervals in next hour to provide 5-minute interval-level informational
ELMPs.

Use actual data for past intervals and forecast data for future intervals.
–
–

ELMPs calculated for current interval used for settlements.
ELMPs for other intervals are used for calculation only.
•

Past ELMPs frozen for settlement and future ELMPs are for informational purposes only.

89

Source: Paul Gribik, “Extended LMP (“ELMP”),” MISO, August 2010.
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ELMP Real-Time Pricing

A real-time pricing model with multiple periods and look ahead is an approach found in most
organized markets, or under consideration as in ERCOT:

Joel Mickey, “Multi-Interval Real-Time Market Overview,” Board of Directors Meeting, ERCOT Public, October 13, 2015.
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ELMP Real-Time Pricing

A real-time pricing model involves multiple periods and look ahead. Applying and ELMP
framework involves choices about what is fixed and what is variable. Natural principles that have
been suggested include:


Real-time price consistency. Given that the actual conditions equal the forecast conditions, the
methodology produces the same set of prices.



Real-time quantity anchor. Conditioning to reflect evolving economic dispatch and commitment.
For example, the pricing dispatch would account for ramping limits that constrain the degree that the
pricing dispatch could deviate from the actual dispatch to ensure that the price market-clearing
dispatch would always be feasible conditioned on the actual dispatch.



Real-time market-clearing quantity anchor. Conditioning to reflect the evolving market-clearing
solution to the pricing problem. With a duality gap, this dispatch deviates from the actual economic
dispatch.

For actual physical commitment and dispatch, past decisions are sunk and real-time quantity
anchors apply.
The pricing model could allow more flexibility. The Restricted model meets both conditions by
always ignoring fixed costs. But ELMP in general incorporates intertemporal constraints and
reflects fixed costs of units not committed.
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ELMP Real-Time Pricing

The ELMP is a solution p for the dual or convex hull problem with the loss and transmission
limits included as constraints. A “market-clearing” solution is a solution to the inner problem for
given prices p .
v h y t   
  pTt y t
 t

   StartCostit  startit  NoLoadit  onit
 



inf  t i T

 g,d,on,start   pt dt
 
 t
 
 subject to
 mit  onit  git  M it  onit
 
 
sup  rampit  git  gi ,t 1  rampit

p
  startit  onit  startit  oni ,t 1
 
  startit  0 or 1
 on  0 or 1
  it
 eT  g t  dt   LossFnt  dt  g t   0
 
max
  Flowkt  g t  dt   Fkt
 
 
 




 GenCostit  git    
 
 
 




i, t


i, t

i, t



i, t


i, t

t


k , t
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ELMP Real-Time Pricing

A sufficient condition for real-time price consistency in ELMP is that all commitment and
dispatch variables that are in the economic dispatch or are assigned an uplift payment from the
market-clearing solution be included in the pricing model. This allows for slowly pruning those
offers that were not committed in either the economic commitment or the market-clearing
commitment and are subsequently excluded from retroactive starts ( Excluded ). Hence, the
conditional dual pricing model at time  could take as determined prices the prior periods
p1* , p2* , p*1 :
v y t   
  pTt y t
 t

   StartCostit  startit  NoLoadit  onit
 



inf  t i T

g,d,on,start

  pt dt
 
 t
 
 subject to
 mit  onit  git  M it  onit
 
  rampit  git  gi ,t 1  rampit
sup  
p
  startit  onit  startit  oni ,t 1
  startit  0 or 1
 
 onit  0 or 1
  T
 e  g t  dt   LossFnt  dt  g t   0
  Flow  g  d   F max
kt
t
t
kt
 
  startit  0, i  Excluded

*
 pt  pt , t    1





 GenCostit  git    
 
 

 



i, t


i, t


i, t


i, t

i, t


t


k , t
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ELMP Real-Time Pricing

This model also has an interpretation as the ELMP model for a two stage dualization of the
complicating constraints. First we fix the prices for prior periods and price out the constraints to
include them as part of the objective function. Then dualize this reduced model to find the
remaining prices. The corresponding statement of the conditional dispatch problem for which
we find the ELMP going forward is:
v y t   
   StartCostit  startit  NoLoad it  onit  GenCostit  g it   
 t i

inf

*T
g,d,on,start 
   pt  dt  y t 

 t  1

subject to
mit  onit  git  M it  onit
i, t
 rampit  g it  gi ,t 1  rampit

i, t

startit  onit  startit  oni ,t 1

i, t

startit  0 or 1

i, t

onit  0 or 1

i, t

 gt  dt   LossFnt  dt  gt   0
Flowkt  g t  dt   Fktmax
T

e

t
k , t

startit  0, i  Excluded
dt  y t

t   .
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ELMP Real-Time Pricing

The dual of this problem reduces to a simple solution.

Two-Period Price Illustration
Dual Problem

v y 

Min

xa1 , xa 2 ,ua 1 ,ua 2 , xb1 , xb 2

s.t.
0  xa1  K a ua1

0  xa 2  K a max  ua1 , ua 2 
0  xb1  K b
0  xb 2  K b
ua1  0,1
ua 2  0,1
xa1  xb1  y1
xa 2  xb 2  y2 .

 py 
Min
Fa max  ua1 , ua 2   c  xb1  xb 2   pd 
xa 1 , xa 2 ,ua 1 ,ua 2 , xb1 , xb 2 , d1 , d 2


 s.t.



0  xa1  K a ua1

0  x  K max  u , u 

a2
a
a1
a2


0  xb1  K b

h
v  y   sup 

p
0  xb 2  K b



ua1  0,1

ua 2  0,1



 xa1  xb1  d1

x  x  d .

2
 a2 b2


Fa max  ua1 , ua 2   c  xb1  xb 2 

 p1 y1  p2 y2 



 Max   p1  c  K b , 0  



v h  y   Max  
p1 , p2

  Max   p2  c  K b , 0  






Max
p
p
K
F
,
0






1
2
a
a
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ELMP Real-Time Pricing

A two period example with low fixed costs illustrates the solution and properties of pricing
model. The simplified structure with only fixed costs for one plant and variable costs for the
other allows us to determine the solution from the graph of critical regions in the dual space of
the prices.

Two-Period Price Illustration
v y 

Plant a has only fixed costs,
b has only variable costs.

Min

xa 1 , xa 2 ,ua 1 ,ua 2 , xb1 , xb 2

Fa max  ua1 , ua 2   c  xb1  xb 2 

s.t.
0  xa1  K a ua1

0  xa 2  K a max  ua1 , ua 2 
0  xb1  K b

p2

0  xb 2  K b
ua1  0,1
ua 2  0,1
xa1  xb1  y1
xa 2  xb 2  y2 .
Dual Problem

c
y2  y1  K b  K a
p1*  c, p2* 

Fa
c
Ka
p1

c
 p1  p2  K a  Fa

 p1 y1  p2 y2 



 Max   p1  c  K b , 0  



v h  y   Max  
p1 , p2
,
0


Max
p
c
K






2
b



 

  Max   p1  p2  K a  Fa , 0   

Low Fixed Cost Case
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ELMP Real-Time Pricing

The low fixed cost example may not change prices when the forecast changes.

Two-Period Price Illustration
Conditional Price

Plant a has only fixed costs,
b has only variable costs.

2nd Period Conditional
Price Problem

y2: forecast
y2: actual

p2

vp



 p* y  p y  
2 2
 1 1
  Max  p*  c  K , 0 
1
b
y p1*  Max  
p2
  Max   p  c  K , 0  
2
b

  Max p*  p K  F , 0
 1 2 a a







y1  K b  y2  K a

c
y2  y1  K b  K a
p1*  c, p2* 

Fa
c
Ka
p1

c
 p1  p2  K a  Fa











 


Dual Problem

 p1 y1  p2 y2 



 Max   p1  c  K b , 0  



v h  y   Max  
p1 , p2
,
0
Max
p

c
K







2
b






F
,
0
Max
p
p
K



 


1
2
a
a


Low Fixed Cost Case
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ELMP Real-Time Pricing

The two period example with high fixed costs gives has updated prices changing.

Two-Period Price Illustration
Conditional Price

Plant a has only fixed costs,
b has only variable costs.

2nd Period Conditional
Price Problem

y2: forecast
y2: actual

p2

vp

y1  K b  y2  K a
F
p  c, p   a  c
Ka
*
1

*
2
















 


Dual Problem

c
y2  y1  K b  K a

p1*  c, p2*  c
p1

c



 p* y  p y  
2 2
 1 1
  Max  p*  c  K , 0 
b
1
*
y p1  Max  
p2
  Max   p  c  K , 0  
b
2

  Max p*  p K  F , 0
 1 2 a a


 p1  p2  K a  Fa

 p1 y1  p2 y2 



 Max   p1  c  K b , 0  



v h  y   Max  
p1 , p2
Max
p
c
K
,
0








2
b




Max
p
p
K
F
,
0





 


1
2
a
a


High Fixed Cost Case
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ELMP Real-Time Pricing

A proposal for real-time price consistency in ELMP is to fix past decisions in the inner “market
clearing” solution, as well as fixing the prices. Hence, the conditional market-clearing pricing
model at time  would take the determined prices p1* , p2* , p*1 and market clearing dispatch
z  g t ,dt ,on t ,start t 1 for the prior periods as fixed and solve as the pricing model:


v y t   
  pTt y t
 t

   StartCostit  startit  NoLoadit  onit
 



inf  t i T

 g,d,on,start   pt dt
 
 t
 
 subject to
 mit  onit  git  M it  onit
 
  rampit  git  gi ,t 1  rampit
sup  
p
  startit  onit  startit  oni ,t 1
  startit  0 or 1
 
 onit  0 or 1
 eT g  d  LossFn d  g  0
t
t  t
t
   t
  Flow  g  d   F max
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t
t
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* 1
 1
  z  z

*
 pt  pt , t    1





 GenCostit  git    
 
 

 



i, t


i, t


i, t


i, t

i, t


t


k , t







However, the hoped for price consistency depends on separability across periods. The general

problem is not separable, and fixing z  gt ,dt ,on t ,start t 1 can create price inconsistency.
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ELMP Real-Time Pricing

The conditional market-clearing solution can produce inconsistent prices even when the forecast
equals the actual conditions.

Two-Period Price Illustration
Conditional Dispatch and Conditional Price

Plant a has only fixed costs,
b has only variable costs.

2nd Period Conditional
Dispatch Problem



vz y  p1* , xa*1 , xb*1 , ua*1    c, 0, y1 , 0 

p1*  c, p2*  c

p2



 p1* y1  p2 y2 



 Max   Max   p2  c  K b , 0    
p2


  Max  p2 K a  Fa , 0   



2nd Period Conditional
Price Problem

c
y2  y1  K b  K a
F
p  c, p  a  c
Ka
*
1

*
2

p1

c
 p1  p2  K a  Fa

Low Fixed Cost Case

vp



 p1* y1  p2 y2 

  Max  p1*  c  K b , 0 
*
y p1  Max  
p2
  Max   p2  c  K b , 0  

  Max  p1*  p2  K a  Fa , 0
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Approximate ELMP Real-Time Pricing

An adaptation of the sequential model to the relaxed approximation of the pricing problem
presents a relative simply tool. First we fix the prices for prior periods and price out the
constraints to include them as part of the objective function. Then we utilize the relaxed model
to find the approximate prices:
v r y t   
   StartCostit  startit  NoLoad it  onit  GenCostit  g it   
 t i

inf

*T
g,d,on,start 
   pt  dt  y t 

 t  1

subject to
mit  onit  git  M it  onit
i, t
 rampit  g it  gi ,t 1  rampit

i, t

startit  onit  startit  oni ,t 1

i, t

0  startit  1

i, t

0  onit  1

i, t

 gt  dt   LossFnt  dt  gt   0
Flowkt  g t  dt   Fktmax
T

e

t
k , t

startit  0, i  Excluded
dt  y t

t   .
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ELMP Real-Time Pricing

Approximations of an ELMP real-time pricing model would include.


Block Loaded Units. Variabilize the average cost of units that are all on or off.



Fixed Cost Allocation. The UK Pool solution with on and off peak periods.



Relaxation Variants. Combine relaxed formulation with ad hoc fixed cost allocations.



Price Conditioning. Set different windows and horizons for price consistency objective.

An objective is to obtain a workable pricing model.

4



Integrated With Day-Ahead. Support a two-settlement system and virtual bids equating dayahead and expected real-time prices.



Rolling Real-Time Pricing Updates: Simplified separable approximations are easiest to
implement. Intertemporal interactions and conditional price models present pother tradeoffs.



Stakeholder Testing and Verification. Simple simulations to understand market impacts. 4

For further details, see the ISONE investigations, (Coutu & White, 2014).

.
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